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Abstract

The changes brought about by the 2009-Lisbon Treaty both directly and indirectly affected the EU’s development co-operation policy. The Treaty’s explication and reorganisation of the Union’s external relations objectives and principles and the streamlining of the development co-operation policy objective (i.e. the identification of poverty reduction/eradication as a primary objective) are likely to have a lasting constitutional impact on policy-making and legal methodology in this policy area. Moreover, post-Lisbon, the Union’s development co-operation policy is faced with three constitutional challenges: (1) organisation of the financial aid aspect of the Union’s development co-operation policy remains crucial; (2) finding the right constitutional balance for development co-operation policy vis-à-vis other policies constitutes an area of potential conflict; (3) the relationship between the 28 Member States’ development co-operation policies and that of the Union presumably forms the most significant constitutional challenge.

Introduction

On December 1, 2009 the Treaty of Lisbon entered into force. It replaced the previous three-pillar system with a unitary one, based on two treaties: The Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). A central objective of the new Treaty system was to improve the Union’s position on the international stage. The Lisbon changes both directly and indirectly affected the EU’s development co-operation policy. In this article, we examine the institutional and substantive changes made to this policy by the Lisbon Treaty. Our aim is to assess how these changes affect the ability of the EU and Member States to act as a coherent and effective player on the international scene in the field of development co-operation. The article focuses upon the legal and constitutional aspects of the
EU’s development co-operation, i.e. those aspects which are directly related to primary EU law, including notably the Treaties, rather than to secondary legislation. The main point is to identify the post-Lisbon legal constitutional challenges in the field of EU development co-operation and thereby to consider whether, and to what extent, the classic constitutional challenges in this policy field continue, and whether new challenges have arrived.

We first examine the Lisbon Treaty’s impact on the Union’s capabilities to carry out a development co-operation policy and the restraints imposed by the Treaties on the Union in this respect. This is not only a question of the way in which the Lisbon Treaty affects the scope and nature of the Union’s development co-operation competence; it is also a question of whether the Lisbon Treaty imposes new obligations on the Union that may affect the latter’s exercise of this competence. Thereafter we account for the institutional and organisational changes brought about by the Lisbon Treaty and their likely consequences for the Union’s ability to carry out its development co-operation policy. Finally, based on our analyses we identify three main legal, constitutional challenges with which the EU’s development co-operation policy is faced post-Lisbon, and we point to two overall positive tendencies produced by the Lisbon Treaty.

Capabilities and restraints—scope, exercise and nature of development co-operation competence—status quo?

Scope of the competences and restraints on the exercise of the competences

Overview

The EU’s development co-operation provisions were introduced in 1992 in Title XX of the EC Treaty.² With the Lisbon Treaty these provisions became Ch.1 of Title III of the TFEU. In four ways the Lisbon Treaty entailed changes that potentially affect the scope of the EU’s competence in the field of development co-operation. The first concerns the amendments made with regard to the objectives to be pursued through the development co-operation policy. Which impact, if any, do these changes have on the Union’s competences in the area?

Secondly, the Lisbon Treaty imposes a number of obligations on the Union, which it must observe in its exercise of development co-operation competence. Are these obligations legally enforceable? Do they impact on the way in which the Union can act in this policy field in the future? In particular, art.3(5) TEU now appears to impose an obligation on the EU to promote “European values” in the wider world. Does this affect the way in which the Union can exercise its development co-operation policy competence?

Thirdly, the Lisbon Treaty has made a number of technical amendments of which three deserve particular mention: (1) With the Nice Treaty which was signed in 2001 the EU was given specific powers in the field of “economic, financial and technical co-operation with third countries”. This new power gave rise to tensions with the existing powers in the field of development co-operation. Article 212 TFEU, where we now find the provision on “economic, financial and technical co-operation with third countries”, has been amended in certain respects. (2) The Lisbon Treaty has introduced a specific provision on humanitarian assistance, which now requires its own space, possibly to the detriment of the scope of development co-operation policy competence. (3) Finally, the Lisbon Treaty has altered the constitutional framework that governs the EU’s financing of activities in the field of development co-operation.

Amendments to the objectives of EU development co-operation policy—streamlining and reorganisation

The Lisbon Treaty has reshuffled and explicated the objectives of the EU in several regards, including with respect to development co-operation policy. Prior to the Lisbon Treaty, art.177(1) of the EC Treaty provided that the EU’s development co-operation policy should foster,

• the sustainable economic and social development of the developing countries, and more particularly the most disadvantaged among them,
• the smooth and gradual integration of the developing countries into the world economy,
• the campaign against poverty in the developing countries.”

Article 177(2) EC provided that:

“Community policy in this area shall contribute to the general objective of developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, and to that of respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms.”

Following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the corresponding provision—art.208(1) TFEU—now provides:

“1. Union policy in the field of development cooperation shall be conducted within the framework of the principles and objectives of the Union’s external action …
Union development cooperation policy shall have as its primary objective the reduction and, in the long term, the eradication of poverty. The Union shall take account of the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries.”

This reshuffling entails two interesting changes: first, with the second paragraph of art.208(1), the Union’s development co-operation objectives are streamlined. This means a much stronger focus on the primary objective, i.e. the fight against poverty in the developing countries. Secondly, the remaining, and previously broadly defined, objectives of the Union’s development co-operation policy (such as the promotion of democracy and the rule of law) have not disappeared, but have been reorganised and now form part of the general “framework of the principles and objectives of the Union’s external action”, which must be respected in all the Union’s external activities.7

Article 21(1) and (2) TEU list these principles and objectives as follows:

“1. The Union’s action on the international scene shall be guided by the principles which have inspired its own creation, development and enlargement, and which it seeks to advance in the wider world: democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law.

The Union shall seek to develop relations and build partnerships with third countries, and international, regional or global organisations which share the principles referred to in the

3 Emphasis added.
4 Emphasis added.
5 Emphasis added.
6 Cf. first paragraph of art.208(1) TFEU.
7 Cf. also art.205 TFEU and art.21(3) TEU.
first subparagraph. It shall promote multilateral solutions to common problems, in particular in the framework of the United Nations.

2. The Union shall define and pursue common policies and actions, and shall work for a high degree of cooperation in all fields of international relations, in order to:
   (a) safeguard its values, fundamental interests, security, independence and integrity;
   (b) consolidate and support democracy, the rule of law, human rights and the principles of international law;
   (c) preserve peace, prevent conflicts and strengthen international security, in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter, with the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and with the aims of the Charter of Paris, including those relating to external borders;
   (d) foster the sustainable economic, social and environmental development of developing countries, with the primary aim of eradicating poverty;
   (e) encourage the integration of all countries into the world economy; including through the progressive abolition of restrictions on international trade;

…"8

It is still too early to say what consequences this streamlining and reorganisation have for the Union’s priorities and competences in the field of development co-operation. To some extent it may be considered to be a matter of political preference whether one believes that these changes entail a strengthening or a dilution of the previously defined development co-operation objectives. However, from a legal constitutional perspective, the interesting question is whether the changes affect the scope of the Union’s competences or its ability to exercise these competences. The answer to that question is not clear-cut.

Presumably the treaty-makers intended these changes to have a real impact on the Union’s external relations, including on its development co-operation policy. Therefore, it could be expected that the streamlining and reorganisation will have a noticeable impact, at least in the long run: first of all, to elevate some objectives which could previously be found in the Chapter on the Union’s development co-operation policy (e.g. to support democracy and the rule of law) to horizontal objectives, which must guide all the EU’s actions in the field of external relations, suggests that these objectives have been strengthened from a constitutional point of view.9 For example, we should expect to see reference to these objectives and principles in more political and legal documents in various fields of the Union’s external relations. Moreover, over time, one could expect the Court of Justice to use these objectives and principles as legitimate teleological guidelines in its interpretation of legal acts in all external relations policy areas, including e.g. the Common Commercial Policy. More broadly, a likely consequence of this generalisation of objectives and principles which previously belonged to specific policy areas is that they will become more firmly embedded in the Union legal order. Secondly, the streamlining—i.e. the fact that art.208 TFEU explicitly lays down that the reduction/eradication of poverty constitutes a “primary objective” of European Union development co-operation policy—necessarily suggests that within the field of development co-operation this objective will now be accorded particular weight, e.g. in cases of conflict with other objectives.10 In this respect, it appears arguable that this new primary objective has been strengthened with the amendment. The requirement that poverty reduction/eradication should be a “primary objective” therefore suggests that, among the traditional economic and social objectives which have always formed

---

8 Emphasis added.
9 Prior to the Lisbon Treaty, art.11 TEU laid down very similar objectives for the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) as those that now apply to the EU’s policies and actions in all fields of international relations. See in this respect also H. Klavert, “EU External Action Post-Lisbon: What Place is There for Development Policy?” (2011) 4 Bulletin of Fridays of the Commission 18, 18–19. Note that in contrast to the other objectives eradication of poverty appears both in art.21(2)(d) TEU and in art.208 TFEU.
a part of the Union’s development co-operation policy, there should be a stronger and more specific focus on poverty reduction/eradication in the Union’s policy formulation. Arguably, this would seem to mean that the EU’s specific development initiatives must always (also) pursue a goal of poverty reduction. For example, an initiative aimed at improving environmental protection in a developing country should also clearly have a poverty reducing objective in order to fully comply with art.208 TFEU. Thus, it could be thought, individual development co-operation measures which do not have as their primary objective to reduce/eradicate poverty—or which, at least, do not contribute to this objective in the overall context of the Union’s development co-operation policy—no longer fall within the Union’s development co-operation competences. Apart from this preference for poverty reduction/eradication, the streamlining probably does not entail new hard legal obligations as regards the Union’s exercise of competence.

As regards Treaty-making competence, this has been laid down in art.209 TFEU which explicitly foresees international agreements that have as their objectives some of the horizontal objectives mentioned in art.21 TEU. In this light, the reorganisation of the Union’s development co-operation objectives probably does not entail noticeable new restrictions on the Union’s treaty-making competence in this area. The Court’s judgment of June 11, 2014 in the Philippines Partnership and Cooperation Framework Agreement case arguably confirms this. This judgment is the first concerning art.209 TFEU, and the Court’s reasoning is interesting in several respects.

The case concerned a dispute entailing what was to be the correct legal basis for the Council Decision signing the Philippines PCFA. The Commission had proposed that the Decision be based on arts 207 TFEU and 209 TFEU (concerning common commercial policy and development co-operation policy, respectively), in conjunction with art.218(5) TFEU. The Council, however, decided to add arts 79(3) TFEU (on readmission agreements), 91 TFEU and, 100 TFEU (on sea and air transport), and 191(4) TFEU (on environmental protection). The Commission brought an annulment action arguing that these additional legal bases were unnecessary and unlawful.

The central question was whether, among the provisions of the Philippines PCFA, those relating to readmission of nationals of the contracting parties to transport and to the environment also fell within development co-operation policy or whether they went beyond the framework of that policy and therefore required the contested decision to be founded on additional legal bases. The Court therefore examined whether the contested provisions of the PCFA could, more broadly, fall within the Union’s development co-operation policy, and whether the PCFA, in particular, pursues the objectives of that policy. The Court concluded that, in principle, it could.

The PCFA judgment is important for the understanding of how the Lisbon Treaty has affected the EU’s external action in the field of development co-operation policy for two reasons: first, the judgment shows that the scope of the EU’s contemporary development co-operation policy cannot be understood without understanding its evolution. In this regard the Court of Justice’s 1996 ruling in the so-called India Agreement case provides a crucial backdrop for the Philippines PCFA case. In the Philippines PCFA case the Court, in broad terms, confirmed the basic principles developed in the former case.

11 As will be apparent from the ruling in the Philippines PCFA case (examined immediately below) the Court of Justice does not appear to place particular emphasis on poverty reduction/eradication.
13 Framework Agreement on Partnership and Cooperation between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of the Philippines, of the other part, annexed to Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of the Framework Agreement on Partnership and Cooperation between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of the Philippines, of the other part” COM(2013) 925 final (the Philippines PCFA or simply the PCFA).
14 Philippines PCFA (C-377/12) EU:C:2014:1903 at [35].
15 Philippines PCFA (C-377/12) EU:C:2014:1903 at [36]–[47].
Secondly, however, in the Philippines PCEA case the Court clearly reframed the original principles in the India Agreement case with a view to taking account of subsequent developments in the Union’s development co-operation policy. Thus, there is an interesting evolution in the Court’s reasoning. In [36]–[40], the Court appears (merely) to pay lip-service to the innovations in the Lisbon Treaty, i.e. the fact that poverty reduction/eradication is now explicitly the primary aim of the Union’s development co-operation policy, and the fact that the Union, when implementing this policy on the basis of art.209 TFEU, may conclude agreements that help to achieve the general objectives referred to in art.21 TEU. However, in the Court’s analysis, the real benchmark for determining the scope of the Union’s development co-operation policy competence appears to be derived not from arts 208 TFEU and 209 TFEU, but from the European Consensus and the Development Cooperation Instrument.17 In particular, it is remarkable that the Court (at [55]) concludes that the provisions of the PCFA relating to the three contested areas “consistently with the European Consensus, contribute to the pursuit of the objectives of development cooperation”.

It is not entirely clear what to make of this reasoning. At first sight, one might wonder whether the Court is suggesting that the outer limits of the Union’s development co-operation policy are defined by a secondary soft law measure (the European Consensus—a statement) and a secondary hard law measure (the Development Cooperation Instrument—a regulation) that were both adopted prior to the Lisbon Treaty. From a legal point of view, this would be unacceptable, since it would conflict with the principles of hierarchy of Union law norms. Thus, in our view, the Court of Justice’s reasoning in the Philippines PCEA case differs in this respect from that normally used by the Court; in particular, it differs from the well-established principle that,

“the interpretation of a provision of European Union law requires that account be taken not only of its wording and the objectives it pursues, but also its context and the provisions of European Union law as a whole.”18

When interpreting Treaty provisions, the only “context” that can be taken into account is that of primary Union law.19 In fact, the Court has consistently held that a mere institutional practice cannot derogate from the rules laid down in the Treaty and therefore cannot create a precedent binding on the Union institutions with regard to the correct legal basis.20 We would therefore argue that the above reasoning should be understood, instead, as a practical way of showing that the provisions of the PCFA fell within art.208(1) TFEU, cf. art.21(2) TEU. The importance attached notably to the European Consensus document should be understood as an illustration—not a justification—of the conclusion that the provisions of the PCFA fall within the scope of development co-operation. However that may be, the judgment underlines the practical importance of the European Consensus document and the Development Cooperation Instrument.21

The Court’s reasoning is interesting for another reason. It may suggest that the requirement of policy coherence, which has been strengthened by the Lisbon Treaty, is taken seriously. More precisely, [55] may be read to the effect that if the provisions of the PCFA were not “consistent”22 with the European Consensus, the conclusion might have been different. Thus, the judgment may be thought to reinforce the requirement of policy coherence.

---

17 Philippines PCEA (C-377/12) EU:C:2014:1903 at [42]–[43], [49]–[50] and [55].
18 E.g. Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami v European Parliament (C-583/11 P) EU:C:2013:625; [2014] 1 C.M.L.R. 54 at [50].
19 As it was for the Court in Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (C-583/11 P) EU:C:2013:625.
21 I.e. similar to the reasoning used by the Court in e.g. (C-91/05) Commission v Council (ECOWAS) (C-91/05) [2008] ECR I-3651; [2008] 3 C.M.L.R. 5 at [64]–[70].
22 In the French version of the judgment, the Court has termed this “en cohérence avec le consensus européen” (emphasis added).
Thirdly, the Court not only confirms that the Union’s development co-operation is multi-faceted and can cover a broad range of policy areas, the Court also accepts that development co-operation competence can be used for relatively deep forms of co-operation in this broad range of policy areas. As regards the latter, the Court repeats the distinction made in the above-mentioned India Agreement case between co-operation of a declaratory nature and co-operation “in concrete terms”. However, when applying this distinction the Court accepts that provisions in the Philippines PCFA concerning readmission contain specific legal obligations and clear rules on how to proceed (by conclusion of a readmission agreement), and which thus go beyond mere declaratory statements. In this respect, the Philippines PCFA case clearly takes the doctrine developed in the India Agreement case a step further.

This flexibility, introduced by the Court of Justice in the Philippines PCFA case, arguably strengthens the Commission’s (and the EEAS’) ability to pursue ambitious and multi-faceted types of co-operation in this policy area. From a legal point of view, this new step is not unproblematic, however. The Court—for the first time—appears to accept that clear legal obligations in the area of readmission, which has its own treaty-making competence and a specific decision-making procedure that differs from development co-operation, can be assumed on the basis of development co-operation.

In this context, it is worth turning to A.G. Mengozzi’s Opinion of January 23, 2014 in the Philippines PCFA case. Like the Court, the Advocate General concluded that the Council wrongly included the above-mentioned legal bases concerning transport, the environment and readmission of third-country nationals. However, though he accepted the broad and multi-faceted nature of the notion of development co-operation policy, the Advocate General insisted that a careful analysis should be made before concluding that development co-operation policy competence can be used. In this respect the Advocate General, importantly, called for “a certain vigilance” because, as he said, the determination of the appropriate legal basis “has constitutional significance” for the EU.

This call for vigilance seems indeed warranted. With the Lisbon Treaty’s cross-reference to the Union’s general objectives in its external action in art.21 TEU, and with the Court’s heavy reliance on broadly defined secondary (soft and hard) law measures in its determination of the scope of the Union’s competence, it is appropriate to recall the constitutional significance of the choice of legal basis: no specific power-conferring provisions of the Treaty should be allowed to become nugatory (to paraphrase the Court from Opinion 1/78 and the India Agreement case), and no policy competence should be allowed to take precedence over another. Indeed, if, for example, the key elements in the Union’s readmission policy and the main substantive and procedural obligations vis-à-vis specific third countries are, in reality, established in the Union’s development co-operation agreements and based on art.209 TFEU, this would, arguably, be contrary to the principle of conferral. Such a practice would at least seem to be contrary to the spirit of the Treaties, which provide for an independent competence as regards readmission. Moreover, proponents of an ambitious and effective development co-operation policy should not forget that the same reasoning could be used to pursue quite deep forms of development co-operation policy within the framework of, say, the common commercial policy.

In sum, the Philippines PCFA judgment clarifies, in a number of ways, the method to be used for demarcating (both as regards width and depth) the Union’s development co-operation policy competence. The ruling confirms that the streamlining and reorganisation of the Union’s development co-operation policy competences do not restrict the Union’s competences, and it clarifies the method for determining whether a multi-faceted agreement can be concluded with reference to the Union’s development co-operation competence, and how deep co-operation under such an agreement can be. Overall, the judgment appears

---

26 After Lisbon, this is true also for the CFSP; compare art.40 TEU post-Lisbon with ex art.47 TEU.
to construe this competence even more generously than the pre-Lisbon India Agreement case did. In particular, the Court allows for a very significant interference with the Union’s readmission agreement competence. At the same time, the ruling leaves several fundamental questions open.

New restraints on the Union’s exercise of development co-operation competence? Policy coherence for development and value promotion

When exercising its development co-operation policy competences, the Union must comply with EU law, including the general principles. There is nothing new in this respect. However, in the field of development co-operation, after Lisbon two principles appear to require particular attention: the first is specifically concerned with development co-operation, whereas the second applies to all fields of external action:

First, in art.208(1) TFEU, the Lisbon Treaty has maintained a requirement of policy coherence for development that originally was introduced with the Maastricht Treaty. The provision formulates this requirement as follows:

“The Union shall take account of the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries.”

This obliges the Union to pursue coherence between, on the one hand, its objectives in the field of development policy and, on the other hand, its other policies. The requirement laid down in art.208(1) TFEU is merely a continuation of the obligation to pursue policy coherence for development that pre-Lisbon was laid down in art.178 EC. Nothing indicates that the Lisbon Treaty has brought about any substantive changes as regards this obligation.27

In order to provide a full picture it may be noted that the Treaties include other provisions which more generally require the Union to ensure policy coherence in its external relations, cf. notably arts 3(5) and 21(3) TEU as well as art.7 TFEU. These provisions are broadly concerned with the coherence of the Union’s policies, in particular in the field of external relations—and are not particularly focused upon the Union’s development policy.28

The other issue that deserves particular mention is the enhanced requirement of value promotion. What impact does the above-mentioned reshuffling of the EU development co-operation policy objectives have on the Union’s competence to promote its own values (such as democracy and human rights) as part of its development co-operation policy? At least since the end of the Cold War the EU has actively pursued the promotion of democracy and the respect for human rights as part of its development co-operation policy. The Court of Justice has accepted this value promotion, notably in its pre-Lisbon India Agreement case as well as in the post-Lisbon Philippines Border Management Project case.29 The Lisbon Treaty, however, has taken this promotion one step further. According to art.3(5) TEU:

27 It may be noted that the new art.214 TFEU on humanitarian aid in s.1 requires that “[t]he Union’s operations in the field of humanitarian aid shall be conducted within the framework of the principles and objectives of the external action of the Union”. Arguably, this is a much narrower coherence obligation than the one laid down in art.208(1) TFEU.


“In its relations with the wider world, the Union shall uphold and promote its values and interests and contribute to the protection of its citizens. It shall contribute to peace, security, the sustainable development of the Earth, solidarity and mutual respect among peoples, free and fair trade, eradication of poverty and the protection of human rights, in particular the rights of the child, as well as to the strict observance and the development of international law, including respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter.”

This obligation to actively advance European values in the wider world is also reflected in art.21(1) TEU, which provides that:

“The Union’s action on the international scene shall be guided by the principles which have inspired its own creation, development and enlargement, and which it seeks to advance in the wider world …”

In this connection it may be noted that prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, A.G. La Pergola in the India Agreement case—somewhat obiter—argued that the inclusion of a human rights clause constituted a condition of legality. However, the Court of Justice in its ruling in the same case refrained from taking a position in this respect. While it might be going too far to suggest that art.3(5) TEU entails that inclusion of a human rights clause in international agreements (or, at least, in international development co-operation agreements) is legally required, the introduction of the duty to promote European values does strengthen the argument that the Union might have an obligation to ensure a minimum degree of compliance—and effective remedies in case of breach—in its co-operation with developing countries.

So far, the EU institutions have only made a limited number of explicit references to the obligation in art.3(5) TEU to promote European values. In contrast, however, it is easy to find examples where the EU commits to generally promoting its values in the wider world. Thus, for instance, in the so-called Stockholm Programme the European Council explicitly laid down that:

“The Union should continue to promote European and international standards and the ratification of international conventions, in particular those developed under the auspices of the UN and the Council of Europe.”

Similarly, in a Communication entitled “A New Response to a Changing Neighbourhood”, the Commission observed that:

“The EU does not seek to impose a model or a ready-made recipe for political reform, but it will insist that each partner country’s reform process reflect a clear commitment to universal values that form the basis of our renewed approach.”

And similarly, in a Communication entitled “A dialogue for migration, mobility and security with the southern Mediterranean Countries”, the Commission observed that:

30 Emphasis added.
31 Emphasis added. See also art.21(2)(a)–(c) TEU as well as art.205 TFEU.
“The EU stands ready to continue supporting all its Southern neighbours who are willing to commit to democracy, human rights, good governance and rule of law, and to enter into Partnerships with those countries to achieve concrete progress for the people.”

The question is, then, to what extent the obligation to further European values affects the EU’s competence in the field of development co-operation? Here, the answer is probably twofold. First, the obligation in art.3(5) TEU makes it clear that the EU must work actively to further its own values. It also means that art.3(5) TEU cannot simply be ignored, not even temporarily, in the Union’s policy formulation. This should make it easier, both internally and externally, to promote the agenda of value promotion in the Union’s external activities, including in the specific legal instruments. However, the extent to which the requirement to uphold and promote the Union’s values will limit the Union’s external actions in practice depends on whether it is considered to be an obligation that should be achieved in the Union’s overall policy formulation, or an obligation that more specifically requires the Union to take such actions whenever the opportunity arises in its external actions. In any case, art.3(5) TEU probably entails that the Union cannot disregard the obligation in its long-term co-operation with third countries.

Secondly, art.3(5) TEU does not impose specific obligations as to how the EU must further its own values. For example, the new provision does not entail that a human rights clause in a co-operation agreement with a developing country is a condition of internal legality under EU law. Even before the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the EU was rather active in promoting its own values in the wider world. Overall, in our view, art.3(5) TEU appears to be important mainly for the Union’s international identity, including for its external relations discourses. However, it is questionable whether the requirement to promote its own values in the world is also a legal obligation in specific relations with third countries. Moreover, nothing indicates that art.3(5) TEU requires a more intensive effort in this regard.

Other amendments that impact on the scope of the Union’s development co-operation policy competence

**Development co-operation versus co-operation with third countries** In 1993 the Maastricht Treaty introduced a specific Title, “Development Cooperation”, into the EC Treaty (Title XX), and in 2003 the Nice Treaty introduced another Title, “Economic, Financial and Technical Cooperation with Third Countries”, into the EC Treaty (Title XXI). It was not immediately clear to what extent the introduction of Title XXI into the EC Treaty narrowed the scope of that Treaty’s Title XX. In the *European Investment Bank* case the Court of Justice effectively ruled that it did not.

---


36 In some contexts, prior to the Lisbon Treaty, the Court has rejected that policy objectives and preferences impose legal limitations on the Union institutions, cf. e.g. *United Kingdom v Council* (C-150/94) [1998] E.C.R. I-7235; [1999] 1 C.M.L.R. 367 at [67]–[69] (the aim of trade liberalisation in the Common Commercial Policy); and *Spain v Council* (C-342/03) [2005] E.C.R. I-1975; [2006] 1 C.M.L.R. 8 at [18]–[19] (the principle of “Community preference” in the Common Agricultural Policy). However, the wording of art.3(5) TEU suggests that it is not merely a list of policy objectives.


Following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, we find the previous Title XXI of the EC Treaty in Ch.2 of Title III, Pt 5 TFEU. Article 212 TFEU provides as follows:

“Economic, financial and technical cooperation with third countries

Article 212 TFEU

1. Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Treaties, and in particular Articles 208 to 211, the Union shall carry out economic, financial and technical cooperation measures, including assistance, in particular financial assistance, with third countries other than developing countries. Such measures shall be consistent with the development policy of the Union and shall be carried out within the framework of the principles and objectives of its external action. The Union’s operations and those of the Member States shall complement and reinforce each other.

2. The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, shall adopt the measures necessary for the implementation of paragraph 1.

3. Within their respective spheres of competence, the Union and the Member States shall cooperate with third countries and the competent international organisations. The arrangements for Union cooperation may be the subject of agreements between the Union and the third parties concerned.

The first subparagraph shall be without prejudice to the Member States’ competence to negotiate in international bodies and to conclude international agreements.”

With regard to the delimitation between the TFEU’s Chapter on development co-operation and the same Treaty’s Chapter on economic, financial and technical co-operation with third countries, we observe that whereas the previous art.181(a) EC provided “[w]ithout prejudice to the other provisions of this Treaty, and in particular those of Title XX [on development co-operation]”, the new art.212 TFEU provides “[w]ithout prejudice to the other provisions of the Treaties, and in particular Articles 208 to 211 [on development co-operation]”. Moreover, whereas art.181(a) EC provided that “[s]uch measures shall be complementary to those carried out by the Member States and consistent with the development policy of the Community”, art.212 TFEU now refers to “assistance, in particular financial assistance, with third countries other than developing countries. Such measures shall be consistent with the development policy of the Union …”. The only apparent difference between art.181(a) EC and art.212 TFEU therefore seems to be that the latter now explicitly lays down that it applies to “third countries other than developing countries”. This is, however, merely a codification of the Court of Justice’s above-mentioned ruling in *European Investment Bank* on the scope of art.181(a) EC.

Thus, it seems fairly safe to conclude that there is no substantive difference between the two provisions when it comes to the effect they may have on the scope of the EU’s development co-operation policy. The Lisbon Treaty has also harmonised the decision-making procedure so that the ordinary legislative procedure applies irrespective of whether a measure is adopted on the basis of one or the other of the two competences. The only apparent difference between art.181(a) EC and art.212 TFEU therefore seems to be that the latter now explicitly lays down that it applies to “third countries other than developing countries”. This is, however, merely a codification of the Court of Justice’s above-mentioned ruling in *European Investment Bank* on the scope of art.181(a) EC.

**Humanitarian aid** With the Lisbon Treaty, the EU in art.214 TFEU has been given explicit powers in the field of humanitarian aid. Prior to the introduction of art.214 TFEU, EU humanitarian aid was provided on the basis of the Union’s competence in the field of development co-operation, although it was rather

---

40 Emphasis has been added in the quotation of art.212.
41 With the exception of cases falling under art.213 TFEU.
doubtful whether that competence could be used to this end.\textsuperscript{42} With the introduction of art.214 TFEU, any doubts with regard to whether the Union has competence in the field of humanitarian aid have been dispelled. At the same time, based on a \textit{lex specialis} interpretation, it has become equally clear that the Union’s competence in the field of development co-operation can no longer be used to provide humanitarian aid. When it comes to the Union’s competence in this area, art.4(4) TFEU lays down that the EU and the Member States shall have parallel competences (shared competence without pre-emption).\textsuperscript{43}

**Financing development co-operation assistance** Financing has always been a central issue in the field of development co-operation. And in this respect, development co-operation policy differs considerably from other Union policies since the Member States have insisted on keeping the so-called European Development Funds (EDFs)—a main financing instrument with regard to EU development co-operation—outside the Union framework.

Assistance to the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) states falling under the Cotonou Agreement is financed via consecutive EDFs, whereas all other development assistance is financed through the EU’s budget. Financing via an EDF essentially means that the funding does not come under the EU’s general budget, but instead is funded by the Member States, is subject to its own financial rules, and is managed by a specific committee. The consequence of the special scheme set up with regard to the EDFs is that while this assistance is administered by the European Commission under Regulation 617/2007,\textsuperscript{44} the Member States themselves decide the size of the contribution and also control the funds so that the EU institutions have rather limited powers in this respect. This framework continues in the 11th EDF, which covers a seven-year period running from 2014 to 2020.\textsuperscript{45} However, the Commission and the European External Action Service (EEAS) have ambitions of bringing the aid scheme to ACP and OCT countries closer to the Union budget.\textsuperscript{46} In this regard the Lisbon Treaty does not explicitly change the existing dual financing system, but it may be thought to facilitate such transition. Hence, prior to the Lisbon Treaty, art.179(3) EC explicitly provided that “[t]he provisions of this Article shall not affect cooperation with the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries in the framework of the ACP-EC Convention”. After the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, art.179 EC has been replaced by art.209 TFEU, but art.179(3) EC’s explicit reference to the EU’s co-operation with the ACP countries has been deleted. This deletion, it has been argued, means that a formal obstacle to Union budgetisation of EDF funds has been removed.\textsuperscript{47}

The Commission and the EEAS consider the Lisbon amendments and the development in EU external relations in general to signal a desire to move the EDF funds closer to the Union budget. However, the Lisbon Treaty amendments in themselves have not been sufficient to foster this development, and further integration on this point seems to have been postponed until negotiations on the post-2020 financing.


\textsuperscript{43} See also the below section entitled “Nature of the competences”.


\textsuperscript{46} See Commission and the High Representative, “Global Europe: A New Approach to Financing EU External Action” COM(2011) 865 final, p.11, where it is said that “Member States’ contribution keys to the 11th EDF should be brought closer to the general EU budget contribution keys in order to facilitate the integration of the EDF in the EU budget at a later stage”.

Nature of the competences  Prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, development co-operation was a shared competence between the EU and the Member States. This is clear from art.177 EC, which laid down that the EU’s policy in the sphere of development co-operation should be complementary to the policies pursued by the Member States, and it was confirmed by the Court of Justice’s ruling in the Lomé IV case. One of the novelties of the Lisbon Treaty is that in arts 2–6 TFEU, the Treaty drafters have explicitly categorised the nature of the EU’s competences in the various fields of EU law. With regard to the areas of development co-operation (and humanitarian aid), art.4(4) TFEU provides that,

“the Union shall have competence to carry out activities and conduct a common policy; however, the exercise of that competence shall not result in Member States being prevented from exercising theirs.”

It thus follows from art.4(4) TFEU that the EU and the Member States have shared competence, and that the Union’s exercise of its competence does not pre-empt that of the Member States. Both the Union and the Member States have parallel competences in the field of development co-operation. The parallel nature of EU and Member State competence is confirmed by arts 208 and 209 TFEU. Article 208(1) TFEU lays down the complementarity obligation (as did art.177 EC referred to above). It provides inter alia: “[t]he Union’s development cooperation policy and that of the Member States complement and reinforce each other.”

If the EU had held exclusive competence in the area of development co-operation, the complementarity obligation would not make sense. Moreover, if competence in the field of development co-operation had been shared with pre-emption, it would seem more logical to render the Member States’ competence complementary to that of the Union, whereas art.208 TFEU categorises the competences of the two sides as mutually complementary. This is further corroborated by art.209(2) TFEU on the entering into international agreements in the field of development co-operation. It provides:

“2. The Union may conclude with third countries and competent international organisations any agreement helping to achieve the objectives referred to in Article 21 of the Treaty on European Union and in Article 208 of this Treaty. The first subparagraph shall be without prejudice to Member States’ competence to negotiate in international bodies and to conclude agreements.”

Article 209(2) TFEU thus vests in the EU competence to conclude international agreements in matters of development co-operation, but adds, in line with art.4(4) TFEU, that this does not pre-empt the competence of the Member States. Thus, the EU and the Member States continue to have shared competence without pre-emption in the field of development co-operation policy. As Eeckhout notes:

50 Prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the competence of the EU was complementary to that of the Member States. The Lisbon Treaty thus has made a change in this regard, which we consider below.
51 By contrast, Duke and Blockmans appear to take the view that, prior to the Lisbon Treaty, EU and Member State competences in the field of development co-operation were shared without pre-emption, whereas following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the competences have become shared with pre-emption. See S. Duke and S. Blockmans, “The Lisbon Treaty stipulations on Development Cooperation and the Council Decision of 25 March 2010 (Draft) establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service”, CLEER Legal Brief (May 4, 2010), http://www.asser.nl/upload/documents/542010_121127CLEER%20Legal%20Brief%202010-05.pdf [Accessed April 29, 2015].
“The lack of pre-emptive effect on Member States competences is in the nature of development co-operation policies, which do not involve any law-making of the kind justifying such pre-emption.”

This does not exclude, of course, that general principles of EU law, such as the duty of loyal co-operation and the principle of supremacy of EU law, may require that Member States do not act in ways that conflict with or undermine the Union’s development co-operation activities.

In sum, as regards the scope and nature of the Union’s development co-operation policy, very little has changed with the Lisbon Treaty. However, the Lisbon Treaty has subtly amended the hierarchical relationship between Union and Member State development co-operation policies. As noted above, art.208(1) TFEU lays down that the EU’s development co-operation policy and those of the Member States complement and reinforce each other. This differs from the pre-Lisbon situation where art.177 EC provided that the EU’s policy in the sphere of development co-operation should be complementary to the policies pursued by the Member States. Hence, whereas Member State policies previously took precedence over the Union’s development co-operation policy, today neither can claim superiority over the other. This amendment may provide an important constitutional foundation for a strengthening of Union development co-operation policy vis-à-vis the Member States’ policies. In particular, it may provide a stronger basis for requiring Member States to comply with general principles of EU law, including the principle of supremacy and the duty of loyal co-operation, also in this field. In the short-term day-to-day policy formulation, however, the change is unlikely to have a real substantive impact.

The EU’s and the Member States’ parallel competences in the field of development co-operation leave more room for Member State action than what we find in most other policy areas with shared competence. This fact, together with the duty to attain coherence, complementarity and co-ordination, arguably highlights the fundamental EU principle of loyal co-operation between the different actors. In this respect, the fact that the Union and the Member States are under an obligation to co-ordinate their development co-operation policies so as to ensure the effectiveness thereof implies that, in practice, Member State policies must pursue the development co-operation objectives that are laid down in the Treaties—objectives which to a considerable extent are a reflection of objectives originally established within international fora. Like the Union institutions, several Member States nevertheless pursue broader foreign policy objectives through their development co-operation policy, and these broader objectives are sometimes inconsistent with those found in the Treaties. Arguably, this may infringe the general EU law principle of loyal co-operation.

**Institutional changes—streamlining or new areas of conflict?**

**Overview**

The Lisbon Treaty has brought about certain institutional changes. A number of these changes are likely to impact on the EU’s development co-operation policy. Below we first consider how the Lisbon changes have affected the European Parliament’s and the Commission’s powers in the legislative process. Next, we consider how the Lisbon Treaty’s fundamental changes to the so-called comitology system may lead to thorough changes in the balance between the Member States and the Commission with regard to the practical implementation of the Union’s development co-operation policy. Finally, and most importantly, we will consider the consequences which the creation of the post of High Representative and of the European External Action Service will have on EU development co-operation.

---

53 Article 208(1)(2) TFEU.
54 Article 208(1)(1) TFEU.
55 Article 210 TFEU.
Legal basis challenges by the European Parliament and the Commission

Prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the European Parliament vigorously defended its legislative role under the co-decision procedure (today the ordinary legislative procedure) that applied within the field of development co-operation as has vividly been illustrated by the Court of Justice’s pre-Lisbon rulings in the European Investment Bank\textsuperscript{56} and the ECOWAS\textsuperscript{57} cases. The European Investment Bank case concerned the delimitation between, on the one hand, development co-operation policy and, on the other hand, economic, financial and technical co-operation with third countries, where the European Parliament was a co-decider under the former, but not under the latter. This procedural divergence has been abandoned with the Lisbon Treaty so that today the Parliament is a co-decider irrespective of whether a measure is adopted on the basis of one or the other legal basis (or both).

Likewise, in the field of humanitarian aid the new legal basis in art.214 TFEU provides that measures must be adopted according to the ordinary legislative procedure. The same procedure therefore applies regardless of whether a measure is considered to be development co-operation or humanitarian aid. It follows from this harmonisation of the legislative procedures that disputes like the one that caused the European Parliament to initiate the European Investment Bank case regarding the choice of legal basis are unlikely in the future.

The situation illustrated by the ECOWAS case was different, however. In the ECOWAS case the Commission challenged a measure adopted by the Council within the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) framework. While the pillar structure metaphor has been (formally) abandoned with the Lisbon Treaty, the CFSP continues to be governed by special (intergovernmental) provisions in Title V, Ch.2 of the TEU. At the same time, the new institutional structure,\textsuperscript{58} the reorganisation of the Union’s external relations objectives and the reinforcement of the obligation to ensure coherence in the external field\textsuperscript{59} are likely to further the use of multi-faceted external relations instruments, such as those which were the subject of the India Agreement,\textsuperscript{60} the ECOWAS\textsuperscript{61} and the Philippines Border Management\textsuperscript{62} cases.

In particular, we may expect an increase in the use of measures which in practice incorporate both CFSP and development co-operation aspects. Such development gives us reasons to expect new clashes between the Council, on the one hand, and the Commission and the European Parliament, on the other.\textsuperscript{63} The likelihood of such clashes is probably further increased by the procedural limitations on combining CFSP and non-CFSP legal bases.\textsuperscript{64} Moreover, as we shall see below, the introduction of the High Representative and the EEAS may even complicate and exacerbate some of these inter-institutional conflicts.

Comitology

Prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, comitology committees formed a central part of the EU’s regulatory machinery also in the field of development co-operation. Thus, the European Commission Secretary General’s Annual Reports show that during the three-year period from 2006 to 2008, 795

\textsuperscript{56}European Investment Bank\textsuperscript{ (C-155/07) [2008] E.C.R. I-8103.}
\textsuperscript{57}ECOWAS\textsuperscript{ (C-91/05) [2008] E.C.R. I-3651.}
\textsuperscript{58}See also the below section entitled “High Representative and European External Action Service”.
\textsuperscript{59}Cf. Article 21(3)(2) TEU.
\textsuperscript{60}India Agreement\textsuperscript{ (C-268/94) [1996] E.C.R. I-6177.}
\textsuperscript{61}ECOWAS\textsuperscript{ (C-91/05) [2008] E.C.R. I-3651.}
\textsuperscript{62}Philippines Border Management\textsuperscript{ (C-403/05) [2007] E.C.R. I-9045.}
\textsuperscript{63}Indeed, a first such clash has already been played out before the Court in Philippines PCFA\textsuperscript{ (C-377/12) EU:C:2014:29; cf. “Amendments to the objectives of EU development co-operation policy”.}
\textsuperscript{64}European Parliament v Council\textsuperscript{ (C-130/10) EU:C:2012:472 at [42]–[49].}
implementing measures were adopted by the Commission under the Comitology Decision\(^{65}\) in the development co-operation field.\(^{66}\) Most of these measures were adopted according to the so-called management procedure. The European Parliament was not satisfied with this and therefore worked towards changing the procedure in order to increase its influence.\(^{67}\)

The entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty has led to an extensive overhaul of the previous comitology scheme. Articles 289–291 TFEU have introduced a distinction between legislative acts and non-legislative acts. Acts adopted by legislative procedure constitute legislative acts.\(^{68}\) Articles 290 and 291 TFEU, however, provide for two categories of non-legislative acts—namely, delegated acts (roughly, delegation of legislative powers) and implementing acts (roughly, delegation of executive powers). Where the European Commission adopts a delegated act, this act will be under the direct control of the European Parliament and the Council, which can reject the act or revoke the delegation. In contrast, where the Commission adopts an implementing act, only the Member States (but not the European Parliament) have the power to control the implementation.\(^{69}\) From the point of view of the European Parliament, the use of delegated acts possesses the attraction that the Parliament retains some control over the acts to be adopted. On the other hand, it also appears likely that in certain situations the Parliament will favour implementing acts—namely, in those situations where this means that only the precise (less important) technical details are “postponed” to the implementing act.

This novel distinction leaves considerable scope for interpretation, and disputes between the European Parliament and the Commission (and Council) have arisen in many areas,\(^{70}\) including in the field of development co-operation. Thus, the Commission’s proposal to amend the regulations on the financing instruments for the promotion of democracy and human rights,\(^{71}\) for co-operation with industrialised and other high-income countries,\(^{72}\) and for development co-operation\(^{73}\) led to intense discussions as to whether this should be done through the delegated acts procedure, as the European Parliament argued, or through the implementing acts procedure, as argued by the Council. In the specific case a compromise deal was struck.\(^{74}\) However, similar battles are likely to arise in the future. The outcome of such future battles will be of decisive importance with regard to the institutional balance of power among the EU’s three legislative institutions: the Council, the Commission, and the European Parliament.

---


\(^{67}\) The European Parliament favoured the so-called regulatory procedure with scrutiny.

\(^{68}\) Cf. Article 289(3) TFEU.


Prior to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, it was often argued that in international affairs the EU punched below its weight, and that an important reason for this was the Union’s lack of a coherent organisation. A key objective behind the Lisbon Treaty, therefore, was to improve the Union’s ability to act efficiently on the international stage. To this end, a new position as High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy was created.75

One of the essential functions of the High Representative is to bridge both Member State and Union interests. This is reflected in the remarkable array of tasks assigned to the High Representative in arts 18(2)–(4) and 27(1)–(2) TEU. According to these provisions, the High Representative shall conduct the EU’s common foreign and security policy, contribute proposals to the development of this policy, carry it out as mandated by the Council and preside over the Foreign Affairs Council. Moreover, the High Representative is one of the vice-presidents of the Commission and is generally responsible within the Commission for its external relations responsibilities and for co-ordinating other aspects of the Union’s external action.76

The creation of the position as High Representative is intended to significantly improve the EU’s ability to speak with one voice, and thereby to improve coherence in its external affairs policies. In order to enable the High Representative to carry out her tasks, she is assisted by a diplomatic service—the European External Action Service (EEAS). This service is independent of the Member States as well as of the Council and the Commission. Until now, the staff has primarily been drawn from the Member States’ diplomatic services as well as from the Council and the Commission.

Which constitutional challenges have the creation of these new actors caused for the Union’s development co-operation policy? The establishment of the EEAS has been of particular importance for the internal organisation of the Union’s development co-operation policy.77 One of the most contentious issues in relation to the establishment of the EEAS has been—and continues to be—whether and, if so, to what extent this new actor should be in charge of development co-operation policy. This question was at the centre of the sometimes heated debates about the division of tasks between the Commission and the EEAS leading up to Council Decision 2010/427 establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service.78 As Van Vooren notes,

“many in the development community were worried that giving a role to the EEAS in EU development policy was a ruse of the Member States to ensure that aid resources presently managed by the

75 See Article 18 TEU.
76 It has been argued that “[t]he High Representative’s close link with the EU member states is pushing development cooperation closer to an intergovernmental level”: cf. J. van Seters, “EU Funding for Africa, Business as Usual or Changes Ahead?” (2011) 4 Bulletin of Fridays of the Commission 24, 27. Jeske van Seters apparently seems to consider this push towards an intergovernmental level advantageous with regards to improving co-ordination and complementarity between Member States and the EU.
Commission would be used for strategically directed objectives rather than long-term structural development objectives.”

In other words, to transfer development co-operation policy competence from the Commission to the EEAS is not merely a technical question of institutional balance. The transfer of such competence to the EEAS may well lead to a higher degree of coherence between the development co-operation policy and other external policies. In particular, transferring some of this competence to the EEAS might entail a weakening of the marked distinction which hitherto the Commission has applied between, on the one hand, ACP countries and, on the other hand, other developing countries. A transfer of development policy competence to the EEAS may also entail more coherence with regards to thematic divisions, since the transfer to the EEAS means that subjects that previously were treated by different directorates-general within the Commission will now be treated under one and the same roof. However, the impetus for the EEAS to create a single, consistent external policy may mean that these policies may become so tightly interwoven that it will prove difficult to distinguish one from the other. In such a situation, it may be feared that the “soft” development co-operation policy objectives will “suffer” under the influence of other “harder” and more traditional foreign policy objectives. Moreover, arguably, one should not exaggerate the positive effects on policy coherence resulting from a transfer of more development policy competence to the EEAS.

However, the law firm of White & Case has argued that “on a strict reading of the Treaty, the role of the EEAS is restricted to the CFSP”, and that:

“It can be argued that development cooperation activities do not substantially relate to the CFSP as defined; rather these activities reside in the realm of ‘the rest of the Union’s external action’ for which the High Representative acts as Commissioner and possesses only a coordination function, and in relation to which the EEAS is to have no role.”

The law firm continues by noting that the proposal to transfer important parts of development co-operation policy from the Commission services to the EEAS “cannot alter areas of competence as defined under the Treaties, such as the ‘exclusive competence’ of the Commission in development cooperation activities”.


81 Not all external policy subjects with a close connection to development co-operation policy are transferred to the EEAS. In particular, trade and humanitarian aid remain within the remit of the Commission. Hence, the partial transfer of development co-operation from the Commission to the EEAS is not likely to lead to increased coherence between development on the one hand and trade and humanitarian aid on the other. In this respect, see also G. Laporte, “The Africa-EU Partnership in a Post-Lisbon and Post-Tripoli Context” (2011) 4 Bulletin of Fridays of the Commission 13, 16.


And it concludes: “Detracting from the exclusive competence of the Commission would require a formal Treaty amendment.” 

Arguments of this kind tend to rest on the Treaty provisions on external representation. Thus, art.17(1) TEU provides that it is the Commission’s competence to “ensure the Union’s external representation”, whereas arts 18 and 27 TEU explicitly provide that the High Representative is responsible for the CFSP (only), and that the EEAS is to assist the High Representative.

However, the legal situation is considerably more complex, and the better view probably is that the constitutional framework introduced by the Lisbon Treaty is ambiguous and that the Treaties leave a considerable degree of flexibility as regards the division of tasks between the Commission and the High Representative/EEAS in the field of external relations. In particular, the general task of the High Representative and the EEAS to ensure consistency in EU external relations suggests that the Treaties do not preclude these new actors from playing a (partial) role also in the formulation and implementation of development co-operation policy. Arguably, the Treaties therefore do not preclude a (partial) transfer of development co-operation policy from the European Commission to the EEAS. In this light, the debate surrounding the transfer of development co-operation to the EEAS should centre less on issues of legality and more on how development-related interests can be upheld in the EEAS.

At present, a compromise has been struck whereby the EEAS has been given the task of political co-ordination as regards a number of external assistance instruments. This is merely a power of co-ordination, however. Thus, the competence actually transferred to the EEAS is procedural in nature and does not concern policy issues. The management of the Union’s external co-operation programmes remains the responsibility of the Commission. As the discussions about division of development co-operation competence between the Commission and the EEAS have shown, the Lisbon Treaty’s introduction of the EEAS has created a new source of constitutional conflict. It is likely that this conflict will be revived in the next revisions of the division of tasks between, on the one hand, the Commission and, on the other hand, the High Representative and the EEAS.


Conclusions and future challenges

The entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty has introduced a number of changes to the constitutional legal framework that governs the Union’s development co-operation policy. Some of these changes are codifications and (technical) adjustments, which will not give rise to significant problems in the future. Other changes may have a longer-lasting impact and carry the potential for future constitutional conflicts, which may potentially influence the Union’s ability to carry out an effective development co-operation policy. First and foremost, by reorganising and streamlining the development co-operation policy objectives, the Lisbon Treaty leaves a lasting constitutional impact on the Union’s development co-operation policy. The explication and reorganisation of the Union’s external relations objectives and principles and the streamlining of the development co-operation policy objective (i.e. the identification of poverty reduction/eradication as a primary objective) are likely to have a lasting constitutional impact on policy-making and legal methodology in this area. We expect this change to be incremental and probably largely unnoticed in day-to-day politics, however. Furthermore, our analysis of the scope and nature of the Union’s competences and the institutional changes introduced by the Lisbon Treaty suggests that post-Lisbon the EU’s development co-operation policy is faced with three main legal, constitutional challenges.

The first challenge concerns the organisation of the financial aid aspect of the EU’s development co-operation policy. Key concerns are who decides for what purposes the money is spent and who controls the actual use of the money. An important aspect of this is control over the budget. In this regard, the European Parliament has developed into a main actor. Also, after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the organisation of the financing remains a very significant challenge for a coherent and effective EU development co-operation policy. The Lisbon Treaty means that a step—albeit only a small one—has been taken towards bringing all development co-operation under the ordinary EU budget, which particularly finds support from the European Commission and the European Parliament. However, so far little has changed, and it remains unclear whether the Lisbon Treaty will result in an improvement of the rules of this game, or, conversely, whether it has increased the number of scenarios for, and thus the probability of, conflict over budgetary matters.

Another set of potential conflicts is about striking the right constitutional balance between development co-operation policy and other policies. The challenge is to allow development co-operation to be a policy in its own right, while finding ways to ensure a coherent overlapping with the EU’s other external policy areas. From a constitutional perspective, development co-operation policy in its own right had a difficult start, partly because of its lack of a strong, independent legal basis, and partly because of its very broad policy scope. Moreover, as became gradually clear after the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the EU’s development policy is by its nature multi-faceted and potentially open-ended. This makes development co-operation difficult to demarcate vis-à-vis other policy areas, as is reflected most recently in the Court of Justice’s ruling in the Philippines PCFA case. That case shows that the dilemma of finding the right balance for this multi-faceted policy without diluting either the development co-operation competence or other competences of the Union and the Member States concerns both the width and the depth of the co-operation. This continues to be a central constitutional challenge for the Union. A serious challenge in this respect is to avoid future conflicts between the EU’s common foreign and security policy (CFSP), on the one hand, and the Union’s other external policies, on the other hand.92

The third and possibly most significant constitutional challenge concerns the relationship between the 28 Member States’ development co-operation policies and that of the EU. From a legal point of view, this challenge springs from the fact that, on the one hand, the Treaties clearly lay down that the Member States

91 Indeed, this conflict already appeared in International Agreement on Natural Rubber [1979] E.C.R. 2871.
92 I.e. ECOWAS-type conflicts.
and the Union hold parallel competences in the field of development co-operation, while, on the other hand, in judgments such as *PFOS* the Court of Justice has made it clear that the Member States must duly observe the general principle of loyal co-operation in areas of shared competence. In the sphere of development co-operation, this might be thought to include an obligation to ensure external unity and effectiveness of Member State development policies vis-à-vis the Union’s development policy. In practice, however, such an obligation arguably will imply that Member State policies must pursue the development co-operation objectives that are laid down in the Treaties and which to a considerable extent are a reflection of objectives originally established within international fora. Several Member States nevertheless pursue broader (and sometimes inconsistent) objectives than those found in the Treaties—e.g. openly geopolitical ones. Even though the Union’s exercise of development co-operation competence cannot pre-empt Member State competences, after Lisbon the Member States’ development co-operation policies may increasingly run counter to the reinforced horizontal requirements in EU external relations law, such as the duty of loyal co-operation. While this is not a constitutional challenge that can be attributed directly to any specific change made by the Lisbon Treaty, the general changes to the rules governing the Union’s external relations introduced by Lisbon appear to have exacerbated this problem.

In addition to these three main legal, constitutional challenges, the Lisbon Treaty has introduced new battlefields for institutional conflicts, including that between the Parliament and the Commission concerning the choice between delegating and implementing acts and that concerning division of tasks between the Commission and the EEAS. The former, in our view, is a variation of the classic legal basis conflict. As regards the latter, perhaps contrary to other recent studies, we do not consider the much-debated conflict concerning the division of tasks between the Commission and the EEAS to have a constitutional impact similar to the three above-mentioned issues. In our view, though the vagueness is unfortunate, and though the conflict is intellectually challenging, we consider this challenge to be manageable.

None of the above three constitutional challenges is new, and none was unknown to the drafters of the Lisbon Treaty. There is, in fact, abundant case law on all three issues, which provides ample evidence of the interests at stake and the potential for conflicts. The vagueness with which previous Treaties have dealt with the challenges was also notorious. So, if the success of the Lisbon reform should be measured by its ability to avoid repetition of old conflicts and to introduce novel instruments for an efficient development co-operation policy, the Lisbon Treaty must be considered a modest achievement: the issue of financing has been left open; the very notion of “development co-operation policy” continues to be vague and open-ended, potentially covering any aspect of co-operation with developing countries; and the mechanisms of co-ordination between the Union and its Member States, which are essential to ensure an effective and coherent policy vis-à-vis specific third countries, are sketchy at best. It should be borne in mind, however, that the Union’s development co-operation policy has been capable of evolving to what it is today within an incomplete constitutional framework.

Overall, we submit that, despite the fact that the old constitutional challenges remain, we can identify two overall positive tendencies, which are likely to continue: first, since the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty, the EU has had a development co-operation policy framework with a global and comprehensive outlook. Secondly, thanks to four decades of Court of Justice rulings, this policy is now governed by well-known legal principles—including notably principles to define the legal basis and the duty of loyal co-operation—some of which have even been refined and, partly, codified in the Lisbon Treaty. The global outlook of the Union’s development co-operation policy post-Lisbon, and the increasing institutionalisation of the legal constitutional framework that governs this policy, are positive signs that the Union and its
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Member States are moving towards a framework which will gradually construct a more coherent and efficient development co-operation policy for the EU.